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Sainath Education Trust’s 

H. B. B. Ed. College  

Organised 

Three Days Workshop  

on  

Faculty development  

“Improving Teacher Preparation: Building on innovation” 

 for Primary School Teachers  

on 

4th to 6th January, 2023 

 Venue 

4th Floor Auditorium, H.B. B.Ed. College 

Plot No.16/17, Sector-10A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400 703 

 

Three Days Workshop on Faculty development - 



“Improving Teacher Preparation: Building on innovation” 

 for Primary School Teachers on 4th to 6th January, 2023 

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE 

Day one, 4th January, 2023 

12.00 PM - 12.30 PM Introductory address-Dr.Swarnalata Harichandan 

Principal, H.B.B.Ed. College ,Vashi 

12.30PM– 1.30.PM Session –I 

Blended Learning-Mrs Roshani Kharat  

Asst.Professor  

H.B.B.Ed. College ,Vashi 

1.30.P.M-2.00 P.M Discussion 

Day two, 5th January, 2023 

12.00PM– 1.30.PM Session –I 

Dr. Vithoba Sawant 

Asst.Professor  

Oriental College of Education ,Sanpada. 

1.30.P.M-2.00 P.M Discussion 

 Day Three , 5th January, 2023 

12.00 PM - 1.00 PM Session –I 

Dr.Sati Shinde 

Asst.Professor, 

H.B.B.Ed. College ,Vashi 

1.00.P.M-2.00 P.M Session –II 

Mrs.Samiksha Mhatre  

Asst.Professor  

H.B.B.Ed. College ,Vashi 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ABOUT THE COLLEGE 

 

Sainath Education Trust was established in the year 1985 with the aim of spreading 

education in Navi Mumbai. Hon. Shri. Haribansh R. Singh (Member of Parliament) a 

visionary dreamed to provide higher education to the socially and economically under 

privileged strata of society at an affordable cost. The trust started its academic service by 

establishing a school in the year 1988, predominantly in Hindi medium which subsequently 

led to the establishment of English medium school. In the year 1988, the trust established a 

junior college in the streams of Arts, Science and Commerce. To cater to the needs of 

socially, economically and academically under privileged section of the society the Trust 

took a bold step to establish a degree College in the year 1998.  

Moving one step ahead to cater the needs of Higher Education and to contribute in the 

development of a healthy and intellectual society the Trust has established Teachers Training 

College (B.Ed.) in 2006 with a view to provide increased access in higher education 

particularly in teacher education. The College affiliated to University of Mumbai is 

recognised by National Council of Teacher Education (NCTE). The Trust aspires to achieve 

many more milestones. The future classroom teachers need to be equipped to meet the 

emerging challenges; therefore, teachers need to be oriented with emerging issues and 

challenges. In that direction we have started the tradition of organising seminar series. In the 

beginning we have organized a state level seminar on “counselling-a silent necessity” in 

2011. In 2012 we have organised National level seminar on “Empowerment of Teachers – a 

practical solution” and published all the papers in a book form. During 2013 we organised 

MOEF (Ministry of Environment and Forest, New Delhi) sponsored two days National 

Seminar in collaboration with Thane Belapur Industrial Association & Rajiv Gandhi College 

of Arts Science and Commerce Vashi on “Creating Awareness to Conserve and Protect 

Environment-Role of Education”. We have also published the papers in Book form with two 

volumes. In 2014 we organized one day workshop to help the teachers and the educational 

institutions to prepare for the “NAAC Accreditation Process”. In 2015 we organized an 

International Symposium on “Role of Politics in Education” to celebrate our chairman‟s 

victory as a Member of Parliament & to have a broad discussion on Politics & Education. In  



year (2016) we have organised two days National Workshop on “Developing Awareness on 

Yoga-A Way of Life”.   

In year (2017) we organised one day National seminar on “Contribution of                          

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar & Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj to the society.” In 2018 we 

organised one day Seminar on “Contribution of Swami Vivekananda & his prime Disciple 

Sister Nivedita on Education” and 

 One-Day National Level Seminar On “We are Teaching, are they Learning?” in 

collaboration with Anjuman-I-Islam‟s Akbar Peerbhoy College of Education, Vashi and in 

2019 we organised One Day National Seminar on “Opinion of Stake Holders towards Four-

Year Integrated Teacher Training Programme”. One day State level workshop on “Gandhiji‟s 

Nai Talim-Experiential Learning” Organised in collaboration with  Mahatma Gandhi 

National Council of Rural Education Ministry of Human Resource Development, 

Government of India on 17
th

 July 2019.We also organised Five days Faculty Development 

programme on “Gandhiji‟s Nai Talim-Experiential Learning” in collaboration with Mahatma 

Gandhi National Council of Rural Education Ministry of Human Resource Development, 

Government of India from 6
th

  to10
th

  August 2019. In line with national Priorities College 

organised one day Workshop on “Improving Digital Skills for Empowering Women” on 11
th

 

January 2020 in collaboration with Maharashtra State Women Commission. Due to Covid 19 

pandemic period we could not able to organise offline seminar. We are happy to organise this 

seminar in offline mode on the occasion of celebrating Azadi ka Amrit Mahostav sponsored 

by ICSSR. The seminar is on cultural and language interface. 

 

  



Workshop Report 

Faculty Development Program (FDP): “Improving Teacher Preparation Building on 

Innovation”  

A three days workshop on Faculty Development Program (FDP): “Improving Teacher 

Preparation Building on Innovation” for Primary School Teachers was conducted by  

H.B.B.Ed. College from 5th to 7th January, 2023.  

First Day: 05/01/2023 

On the first day of the workshop, Mrs. Roshni Kharat , Assistant professor started the 

training by a puppet show. She took a 6th Std Marathi poem as a sample lesson to teach the 

participants on blended learning method. First, she did a small puppet show using a mother 

and daughter picture conversing about the school. Then she called on a few participants and 

asked them to close their eyes. She then gave them some pictures in their hand to feel and 

told them to guess what the paper was.  Some Participants were able to answer correctly, and 

they were eagerly observed the strategy of teaching. She then introduced the chapter 

“Chandravarchi Shala”(a school in the moon). Then a PowerPoint presentation was showed 

in which a test was also included on the poem taught. Participants very enthusiastically 

answered the questions. One video on the Japanese education school system was also shown 

to best learn the methods by which children could be taught discipline, responsibility, etc. At 

last, participants were asked to share their experiences and the methods they use every day in 

the classrooms. With this, the first day of the workshop was concluded. 

Second Day: 06/01/2023 

The second day of the workshop was conducted by a guest lecturer, Dr. Vithoba 

Sawant , Assistant professor of Oriental College, Sanpada. First, he did a presentation on 

“Pedagogical approach in Education” in which various teaching methods and points to 

remember while teaching was discussed. It was an interactive session. 

Then an activity was done as well. A blank paper was distributed among the 

participants and they were told to draw a big circle on it. In that circle, the participants were 

required to write their name and qualifications. After those two small circles were to be 

drawn in which they had to write their strengths and weaknesses. He then called upon on 

random people and asked them to share what they had written. Some were hesitant at first but 

still shared. This was done to make them feel comfortable. 

Later, Sir started a puppet show using socks puppets in which two people were 

showed fighting or arguing. This was done to introduce the World War topic of History. He 

then divided the participants randomly in 5 groups. Each group consisted of 5-6 members. 



Each group represented a country which was an active participant in the World War. Each 

group was then given a chart paper and sketch pens. He then explained that all the groups had 

to write on the impact of the world war by the country they were given. Two-page 

information on the war was also provided to each group to help them in this activity. After a 

twenty-minute time, all the groups were required to present and explain what they had 

written, and the best was given a “gold coin”. 

With this, a very active and interesting day of the workshop was ended. 

Third Day 07/01/2023 

The third day workshop was conducted by Dr. Sati Shinde,Assistant professor of our 

College.She gave presentation on types of teaching methods in a „Constructivist-Based 

Approach‟ to explain how the various strategies can be applied on single topic. All students 

participated enthusiastically in activities. Then a group activity was also done in which the 

participants were divided into 5- 6 members randomly. She gave the topic of fractions to the 

participants to teach it using different methods. The first group was given the Story Telling 

Method, second was told to use Mind Mapping & third group was told to use Demonstration 

Method. Each group was then given a card paper and sketch pens. Then  with some 

instructions that all the groups had to draw and write about the fraction and its types on given 

paper. Two-page information on the fraction was also provided to each group to help them in 

this activity. Given a 20-minute time, each group was asked to discuss with each other and 

present their given topic on the fractions in front of whole class with great enthusiasm. On 

same day, the next afternoon session was taken by Mrs. Samiksha Mhatre, Assistant 

professor. She taught Hindi subject in Game Method. She presented how Hindi subject can be 

taught  by taking group activities. 

Finally, Vote of thanks was given by Mrs. Samiksha Mhatre with some educational 

quotes. Certificate distribution programme was held along with Rotary club Garima, Navi 

Mumbai.  This activity is also done as a vocational programme of Rotary club as our College 

has got the status of the Rotary community corps and principal, Dr. Swarnalata Harichandan 

is in charge of vocational service . As month of January is vocational service month on the 

Rotary Calendar,our College organised this faculty development programme for the primary 

school teachers to develop the quality of teaching in grass root level and development of 

society in the long run. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 
   

  



 

 

 

     

 

 

       



                 

           

 

  



 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

 

            

 

        

  



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

  



   

 

 



 

 


